A simple and effective compression method is proposed for multiple-scan testing. For a given test set, each test pattern is compressed from the view of slices. An encoding table exploiting seven types of frequently-occurring pattern is used. Compression is then achieved by mapping slice data into codewords. The decompression logic is small and easy to implement. It is also applicable to schemes adopting a single-scan chain. Experimental results show this method can achieve good compression effect.
I. Introduction
Modern system-on-a-chip (SoC) designs integrate several cores into a single chip in which a growing number of transistors are used within an even smaller chip area. However, this increased design complexity and the chip density are likely to create many more faults. To test them, a large amount of test data is required, which has seriously impacted the memory cost and the transmission efficiency between automatic test equipment (ATE) and SoC. Now, test-data volume has been recognized as a major contributor to the cost of manufacturing testing for integrated circuits [1] - [4] . In order to reduce the volume of the test data, many new techniques have been proposed. Among them, test-data compression is a simple and very effective solution because, in addition to the saving of the ATE memory, it also shortens the testing time and hence directly contributes to the test cost. During testing, the compressed data is first transferred through test channels to SoC, decompressed losslessly by the on-chip decoder, and then serially scanned into the scan chain for later circuit test.
Three major compression schemes are widely used for testdata compression: code-based schemes, linear-decompressorbased schemes, and broadcast-scan-based schemes [5] . Although the latter two schemes can often provide better compression, they require circuit structure information for conducting automatic test-pattern generation (ATPG) or fault simulation, which makes them inapplicable for intellectual property cores. Code-based schemes encode test data by a number of codewords according to specific properties embedded in corresponding bit-strings of the test data. The Huffman code [6] has been proven to be an optimal statistical code as it provides the shortest average codeword length among all uniquely decodable variable length codes. However, An Internal Pattern Run-Length Methodology for Slice Encoding it suffers from the exponentially increasing decoder size. Many extending works such as selective Huffman-coding (SHC) [7] , optimal SHC [8] , and variable-length input Huffman coding (VIHC) [9] are also proposed. SHC [7] is an efficient compression method with low hardware overhead where only the most frequently occurring symbols are encoded. A 9C technique [10] specifies exactly nine codewords for the precomputed data of the intellectual property cores in SoC. It is flexible in utilizing both fixed-length and variable-length blocks. Besides, the run-length-based compression method is also an efficient code-based scheme which encodes runs of repeated values. Examples include GOLOMB [11] , frequencydirected run-length code (FDR) [12] , alternating run-length coding (ALT-FDR) [13] , pattern run-length (PRL) [14] , and extended frequency-directed run-length code (EFDR) [15] . ALT-FDR [13] is a variable-to-variable length compression method extended from FDR [12] . PRL [14] is also very efficient in compressing consecutive patterns in an innovative manner. A block merging (BM) technique [16] was proposed by El-Maleh in which runs of fixed-length blocks are encoded, and only the merged blocks and number of blocks merged are recorded. In [17] , the method of multidimensional pattern runlength compression (MD-PRC) is proposed where multiple pattern information is considered for compressing runs of variable-length patterns. Although test-data compression has been extensively researched, compression in a slice view is seldom addressed. In this paper, a simple yet effective compression/decompression method targeted on slices is proposed. We first analyze the occurring frequencies for specific types of compatible data existing in slices and then conclude the seven most frequently occurring types used for later test-data compression. Seven simple prefix codes are used. Before compression, the occurrence frequencies for each type are analyzed so that the best compression can be achieved by repeatedly mapping the shortest codeword to the most frequently-occurring type. The decompression logic is also simple. Experimental results show the proposed method is very effective. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the proposed method and the decompression architecture. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, in section III, experiments for ISCAS'89 benchmark circuits are conducted. Finally, we conclude this work in section IV.
II. Proposed Method
This paper presents a simple compression/decompression method where test data is compressed in views of slices for multiple-scan testing. A slice is defined as the k-bits loaded in parallel from ATE into k scan chains in each clock cycle. Test data in each test vector is first partitioned into k-bit slices where k is the total number of scan chains. Seven types of test data are observed most effective for slice compressions, where each type corresponds to a specific codeword. Compression is thus achieved by repeatedly mapping the most frequently-occurring type to the shortest codewords to pursuit high compression effect.
Test-Data Compression
This method is quite simple and straightforward. For a given test set, test data is first partitioned into several slices vector by vector. Slices are then encoded based on the encoding table. The format of each codeword is composed of three parts: prefix, extend, and tail. Prefix and extend represent the compression status for the target slice, while tail records the encoded data. Table 1 shows the seven compression types used in the proposed method. In this example, each slice contains eight bits (k=8). Each type is illustrated respectively as follows.
A. All 0
If each bit in the target slice is either 0 or X, then the Xs can be mapped by 0s. In this case, test data in the target slice can be encoded into the codeword 00 which is also a prefix, as shown in the second row of Table 1 .
B. All 1
If each bit in the target slice is either 1 or X, then each X will be mapped to 1. In this case, test data in the target slice can be encoded into the codeword 01, which is also a prefix, as shown in the third row in Table 1 .
C. Repeat
If data in the target slice is compatible with the previous slice, then the target slice can be encoded into the codeword 10, which is also a prefix, as shown in the fourth row in Table 1 . 
D. 1/4 Copy
When dividing the target slice data into four subslices, if data in the four subslices is mutually compatible, then the entire slice data can be encoded by Prefix 11 and Extend 1100 followed by the data in the subslice after performing the X mappings, as shown in the fifth row in Table 1 .
E. 1/2 Copy
If the left half slice data is compatible to the right half, then the entire slice data can be represented by Prefix 11 and Extend 1101 followed by the data in either half slice after performing the X mappings as its tail, as shown in the sixth row in Table 1 .
F. 1/2 Inverse Copy
If data in the left half is compatible to the inverted data of the right half , then the target slice can be encoded by Prefix 11 and Extend 1110 followed by the data in the left half slice after performing the X mappings, as shown in the seventh row in Table 1 .
G. Original Slice
If the target slice does not match any of the above cases, then it will be encoded by Prefix 11 and Extend 1111, followed by its entire slice data, as shown in the last row in Table 1 . Table 2 gives an example for encoding a simplified test set in which test data is partitioned into 10 slices (S 1 to S 10 ), and each slice has 8 bits. As shown in S 1 , the slice data 11X11XX1 matches the case All 1 after assigning 1 to each X. Therefore, S 1 can be encoded by codeword 01. For S 2 , the slice data 11XXXX01 matches the case 1/2 copy after a proper assignment for each X. Therefore, S 2 can be encoded by codeword 11011101. For S 3 , the slice data 11XXXX01 is completely compatible to the data in S 2 . Therefore, S 3 matches the case Repeat and can be encoded by codeword 10. In the same manner, S 4 is completely compatible to S 3 . For S 5 , the slice data X0XXXXXX matches the case All 0 after assigning 0 to X and can be encoded by codeword 00. For S 6 , the slice data X01XXX0X matches the case 1/2 inverse copy and has 1010 as its tail. Therefore, S 6 has the codeword 11101010 after assigning proper values to Xs.
Similarly, slice data X01XXXX1 in S 7 matches the Repeat type and can be encoded by the codeword 10. For S 8 , the slice data 101X0XX1 matches the case 1/2 inverse copy and can be encoded by the codeword 11101010. For S 9 , the slice data 1010XXX1 is completely compatible with S 8 and matches the case Repeat. Therefore, S 9 can be encoded by codeword 10. For S 10 , the slice data 011XXXX1 matches the case 1/2 copy. Therefore, after a proper assignment to Xs, S 10 can be encoded by codeword 11010111. Consequently, after compression, the total test-data volume can be reduced from the original 80 bits to 44 bits, having achieved the compression ratio of 45%. Notably, during compression, the target slice data may match more than one case simultaneously; in this situation, the case with a shorter codeword will be selected.
H. Look-Ahead Compression Enhancement
Among the seven encoding types as stated above, Repeat is the only one that involves the dependency between consecutive slices. This specific property can often offer another chance for further improving the compression ratio during compression. In the example in Table 2 , the Repeat type is a frequently-used one, and hence it is given with a smaller codeword size. For compressing a target slice, except the policy of selecting a shorter codeword, if there is still more than one choice, the type that can achieve a repeat compression for the next slice will be selected first. For example, both types, 1/2 copy and 1/2 inverse copy, can be selected for compressing S 6 (X01XXX0X) because they have the same codeword length. However, to look ahead considering the compression for the next slice S 7 (X01XXXX1), the 1/2 inverse copy would be the best choice for S 6 because it can achieve a repeat compression for S 7 and end up with a smaller total codeword size of 10 bits (S 6 and S 7 have the codeword size of 8 bits and 2 bits, respectively). The total codeword size would otherwise increase to 16 bits where S 7 is compressed by the 1/2 copy type and both S 6 and S 7 have the same codeword size of 8 bits.
Decompression Architecture
To recover the original test data, a parallel decoder is used in which the code identifier receives compressed data at f ate . Also, Fig. 1 the pattern generator generates test data at f chip . Only one ATE channel is required for feeding codewords to the decoder. Since the codeword lengths are varied, the signal ATE_SYNC is used to stop the transmission of codewords from ATE when the decoder is not available. For types All 0, All 1, and Repeat, the buffer data will be reset to 0, set to 1, and repeated again, respectively. For types 1/2 copy, 1/2 inverse copy, and 1/4 copy, the received subslice data will be broadcast and transmitted to the buffer according to the associated control signals. Although codewords can be decompressed in different data paths, timing is dominated by the longest one. As previously stated, this method specifies a prefix code for each codeword, which makes decompression quite simple. Since no codeword is also a prefix of any other, during decompression, every codeword can be simply identified by the decoder. As shown in Fig. 1 , the main components include the decoder, multiplexer array, and a k-bit buffer. We will describe them as follows.
Decoder. A decoder is a finite state machine which receives codewords from ATE in a fixed rate synchronized with a circuit under test by signal ATE_SYNC, decides which state to go, and launches the associated signals to multiplexer array and buffer. Four signals, Set, Reset, Repeat, and Update, decide the contents of the buffer to be all ones, all zeros, no change, and input from multiplexers, respectively. Multiplexer Array. A multiplexer array is composed of multiplexers and inverters, by which the received subslice data in types 1/2 copy, 1/2 inverse copy, and 1/4 copy are broadcast and transmitted to the buffer according to the signal from decoder.
Buffer. A buffer receives the decompressed data and sends such data to the scan chain.
In the multiplexer array, the MUXes, as shown in Fig. 2 , are used between the decoder and the buffer, each of which determines the output data according to the select signal from decoder. If the select signal is 11, then the original input is switched to output. If the select signal is 00, 01, or 10, then the corresponding input for states 1/4 copy, 1/2 copy, or 1/2 inverse copy is switched to the output. Table 3 lists the decoding for each type of slice and the associated signals. The decompression flow can be briefly illustrated as follows. As shown in Fig. 3 , the decoder starts to receive and identify the prefix bits from the ATE input. If the prefix bits are 00, they then go to state All 0 and make Reset= 1. If the prefix bits are 01, they then go to state All 1 and make Set=1. If the prefix bits are 10, they then go to state Repeat and make Repeat=1. If the prefix bits are 11, they then make Update=1 and shift in extended bits for a further identification. If the extend bits are 00, they then go to state 1/4 copy and make selection signal 00. If the extend bits are 01, they then go to state 1/2 copy and 
III. Experimental Results
We have implemented experiments on ISCAS89 benchmark circuits, adopting the test data generated by Mintest [18] ATPG with dynamic compaction. The compression effect is evaluated by the compression ratio, which is defined as
, where |T D | is the size of the test set, and |T E | is the size of compressed test set. As mentioned previously, for each circuit, we flexibly specify the more frequently-occurring types to shorter codewords in order to achieve a better compression effect. Take the circuit s5378 as an example. The types Repeat, 1/2 copy, and 1/4 copy occur more frequently than the others, so we specify them shorter prefixes, as shown in Table 4 . At first, we explore the impact of varying the slice length k on the compression effect for circuit s5378. As shown in Fig. 4 , the compression ratio reaches the peak at k=16 and drops as k increases. The result shows the compression effect is strongly related to k. Table 5 reports the compression ratios with respect to different k's for the ISCAS'89 benchmark circuits adopting single-scan chain (denoted as S) and multiple scan chains (denoted as M). We report the best results for each circuit in the last column. As can be seen, the distribution of test data for both the single-scan scheme and the multiple-scan scheme is similar. Therefore, no major difference resulted between them. Besides, the compression effect for smaller circuits is much lower than that for the larger circuits.
In Table 6 , the compression ratios for six large circuits are reported with the averages in the last row. In Table 7 , we compare the compression effect with other works on six larger circuits adopting single scan chain. Results show the proposed internal pattern run-length (IPR) method can achieve better compression effect in most cases.
In the following, we analyze the hardware overhead of the decompressor architecture. The benchmark circuits and the decompressor were synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler. The decompressor area overhead is computed as 100%. area of decompressor Area overhead area of benchmark circuit = × Table 8 shows the comparison results for the proposed method with other methods. As shown, the decompressor area overhead for the proposed method is quite limited.
IV. Conclusion
We have proposed an efficient method for compressing slices of test data during multiple-scan testing. This method is motivated by the observation that seven types of pattern data occur frequently in most of the test sets. Through an efficient specification of codeword for each type, the test-data volume can be reduced effectively. The decompressor is small and easy to implement. Experimental results have shown that a good compression effect can be achieved for the six large ISCAS'89 benchmark circuits.
